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Notes: The foreign-funded enterprises include fully-owned foreign-funded enterprises and joint-venture 
enterprises run by foreign-funded enterprises and domestic funded enterprises. 

Source: General Administration of Custom of China, CEI Database, Global Trade Atlas. 
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Regarding the relationship between state-owned and private enterprises (or the relationship between the 
public-sector and non-public sector economies), at the Third Plenary Session of the Central Committee of the 
Communist Party of China in 2013, it was stated that China would have the market economy play a “decisive 
role” but also that it would maintain the public-sector economy, indicating the policy of simultaneously 
promoting the public-sector and non-public-sector economies. In line with the decisions made at the Third 
Plenary Session, guiding opinions75 were jointly issued in 2015 by the Community Party of China and the 
State Council. The guiding opinions advocated a mixed ownership system, a modern enterprise system, and 
enhancement of governance. The opinions also set the strengthening of state-owned enterprises as the objective 
of the reform and indicated the policy of developing them into world-class multinational enterprises. The 
mixed ownership system is intended to enhance corporate governance by making use of management 
knowhow through the introduction of private capital into state-owned enterprises and improve efficiency by 
separating government and enterprises. Meanwhile, regarding the enhancement of state-owned enterprises, 
mergers between major state-owned enterprises controlled by the central government have been implemented 
one after another under the slogan of “stronger and larger.” However, if huge state-owned enterprises created 
out of mergers dominate the market, it may become difficult to enhance competitiveness because sound 
competition is undermined, or the development of private enterprises may be undermined contrary to the 
objective. It is necessary to keep a close watch as to whether or not the reform of state-owned enterprises will 
run counter to the trend of placing priority on market principles. 
 
  

                                                                                                                                                      
75 “Guiding Opinions on Deepening State-Owned Enterprise Reform, September 2015”, Zhong Fa [2015] No. 22. 
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Wealth management products81 and asset investment products categorized as shadow banking products 
are issued by securities, insurance and other companies in addition to banks, and the supervisory jurisdiction 
is dispersed across the People’s Bank of China, the China Banking Regulatory Commission, the China 
Securities Regulatory Commission, and the China Insurance Regulatory Commission. Therefore, promoting 
coordination across different areas of jurisdiction has been regarded to be necessary. 

The government of China has already expressed its readiness to address excess debt problems faced by 
corporate sector (Table II-3-1-19). One major development in 2017 was the decision to establish the Financial 
Stability and Development Committee under the State Council as an organization responsible for overseeing 
supervisory agencies across different areas of jurisdiction. In addition, it was decided to strengthen the role of 
the People’s Bank of China by adding wealth management productions to the scope of products subject to 
macro-prudential evaluation, which is conducted by the bank on a quarterly basis to examine the financial 
conditions of commercial banks. 
 
Table II-3-1-19  Policies of the government of China for addressing excess debt problems 
- Opinions of the State Council on Vigorously, Steadily and Properly Reducing Corporate Leverage Ratios 
(State Council; October 10, 2016) 

The document proposes merger and reconstruction of companies, full preparation of corporate 
governance, revitalization of existing corporate assets, optimization of the debt structure of enterprises, 
transfer of banks’ debt to equity, and equity financing, as one of the five major missions that the supply 
side should achieve in reducing corporate leverage ratios. 

- Government Activity Report (National People’s Congress of China; March 5, 2017) 
The report states remove of excess debts as an effort under the 2017 Prioritized Activities and Missions. 
It also states reduction of corporate debts to a reasonable level by revitalization of existing corporate 
assets, asset securitization, transfer of debts to equity and promotion of equity financing. It also 
mentions that the systemic risk is generally controllable so far, but non-performing loans, defaulting, 
shadow banking and internet financing should be strictly watched. 

- National Financial Conference (the central government; July 14 and 15, 2017) 
The conference proposed support measures for financial real economies, prevention of financial risks and 
further enriching of financial reforms, as three major missions that the financial industry should achieve. 
As for the prevention of financial risks, the conference decided on the enhancement of the role of the 
People’s Bank of China under the framework of the macro-prudential policy and also on establishment of 
a Financial Development and Stability Committee under the State Council. 

- National Economic Conference (the central government; December 18 to 20, 2017) 
The conference decided to solve the three major challenges (control of financial risks, overcoming poverty 
and prevention of pollution) by priority, aiming to achieve a moderately prosperous society by 2020. 

                                                                                                                                                      
companies, insurance companies and funds, which, acting as investors, creditors, debtors and guarantors, form 
a non-transparent structure through their intricately connected relationships. Therefore, it is difficult for the 
authorities to enforce supervision. As a result of the recent strengthening of regulations by governments, banks’ 
involvement in investment products has decreased, but the risk remains high, with small and medium-size banks 
facing a particularly harsh situation. 

81 Wealth management products are asset investment products that offer higher returns than bank deposits. They 
are close in nature to investment trusts. While the benchmark interest rate on bank deposits is indicated by the 
People’s Bank of China, the growth rate of consumer prices is often higher than the deposit interest rate. 
Therefore, wealth management products are popular as more favorable asset investment products. Basically, 
most wealth management products do not guarantee principal repayment, so investors invest in the products at 
their own responsibility. Problems have been pointed out with respect to risk management and accountability to 
investors. In principle, unless banks guarantee principal repayment, wealth management products are not 
reflected on their balance sheets. 
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- Government Activity Report (National People’s Congress of China; March 5, 2018) 
The report states that China should continue to tackle three solutions: excess debts, excess production 
capacity and excess inventories. It also states that China should advance efforts for preventing and solving 
serious risks, while also expressing that the economic and financial risk is generally controllable, but China 
should advance acceleration of transfer of debts to equity as well as merger and reconstruction of 
companies, enhanced internal control of risks of financial institutes and strengthening of integral adjustment 
of efforts for monitoring and managing financial institutes. 
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Five-Year Plan, which started in 2016, the government indicated the stance of emphasizing preservation of the 
environment by advocating the five principles of innovation, coordination, green development, opening-up 
and sharing and set targets concerning energy conservation, CO2 emissions and forest coverage. In addition, 
following the strengthening of enforcement of regulations, the closure and operation suspension of factories 
that violated regulations were disclosed.84 However, on the other hand, it has been pointed out that China is 
lacking in environment-related technologies and knowhow and that environmental pollution cannot be 
resolved quickly, so environmental problems continue to pose a great challenge for China’s continued growth 
in the future. 
  

                                                                                                                                                      
formulated in 2013, the Action Plan for Prevention and Control of Water Pollution Action (Water Ten) was 
formulated in 2015, and the Action Plan for Soil Pollution Prevention and Control (Soil Ten) was formulated in 
2016. 

84 In addition to the national-level standards, there are standards established at the local government level, which 
have become stricter. As a result, there has been a media report that in some cases, some major Japanese 
companies are unwittingly violating laws and regulations (“Asia view/China: Strengthening Crackdown on 
Environmental Pollution--Wave of Anti-corruption among Supervisory Authorities,” an article carried by the 
morning edition of Nikkei Shimbun on February 16, 2017). 
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Column 5  China’s development of priority industries through “Made in China 2025” 
 

As was mentioned in Chapter 3, Section 2, Paragraph 2, the Chinese economy is gradually shifting from 
investment-led growth to consumption-led growth. The government of China also aims to shift emphasis in 
economic development from investment to consumption 85 in order to promote stable economic growth. 
Moreover, EC-related and ICT-related Chinese companies leading the shift to a consumption-led economy are 
achieving rapid growth. 

On the other hand, in order to carry out the structural shift to a consumption-led economy, it is essential to 
develop hardware technologies that support the promotion of consumption, so the government of China has 
pointed out the need to develop a manufacturing industry possessing advanced technologies and technologies 
connected through IoT and strengthen international competitiveness.86 The government of China also pointed 
out that as the existing Chinese manufacturing industry creates low value added and is comprised mainly of 
labor-intensive business sectors, it is essential for China to become a manufacturing powerhouse with a view 
to strengthening innovation capability, improving companies’ efficiency, enhancing quality, developing 
brands and deepening technologies to integrate the ICT and manufacturing industries in preparation for the 
Fourth Industrial Revolution.87 

The government of China’s manufacturing powerhouse policy was incorporated into the 12th Five-Year 
Plan for Economic and Social Development (the period of the plan is from 2011 to 2015; hereinafter referred 
to as the “12th Five-Year Plan”) and the 13th Five-Year Plan (the period of the plan is from 2016 to 2020; 
hereinafter referred to as the “13th Five-Year Plan”). 

The 12th Five-Year Plan newly designated energy conservation/the environment, next-generation 
information technology, biotechnology, manufacturing of high-end equipment, new energy, new materials, 
and new energy vehicles as “strategic emerging industries” and stipulated that China should secure 
competitiveness in these industries. 

The 13th Five-Year Plan indicated the achievement of the goals of strengthening innovation capability, 
improving quality, developing brands, and establishing a new method of developing the manufacturing 
industry as a cross-industrial policy. The chapter concerning the shift to ICT was upgraded into a part 
concerning the expansion of digital economy, which is comprised of an existing chapter concerning ICT 
infrastructure development and network security and new chapters concerning the integration of industry and 
the internet and big data strategy. 

In the past, under the 11th Five-Year Plan (the period of the plan is from 2006 to 2010; hereinafter referred 
to as the “11th Five-Year Plan”), in addition to the promotion of the development of high-tech industries, the 
structural adjustment and sophistication of individual industries, including traditional industries such as 
machinery and textiles, were positioned as major themes. However, under the 13th Five-Year Plan, those 
matters were downgraded into sub-items. (Column Figure 5-1). 
 
  

                                                                                                                                                      
85 Li Keqiang (2014), Qiushi No. 9. 
86 In the State Council’s Report on the Work of the Government, a government initiative to promote sophistication 

of the manufacturing industry and advanced use of the internet in the manufacturing and other sectors, a notice 
concerning printing and distribution of “Made in China 2025” (State Council, 2015), and Guiding Opinions on 
Actively Promoting “Internet Plus” Action (State Council, 2015) were announced. 

87 In addition to “Made in China 2025” and “Internet Plus,” there is the Guiding Opinions on Deepening “Internet 
Plus Advanced Manufacturing” and Developing Industrial Internet (State Council, 2017), which focuses 
attention on the policy for the integration and development of the manufacturing industry and the internet. 


















